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HOSPITAL PRECINCT 2016 FUTURE TRAFFIC FLOWS
WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN
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Appendix A -  Stakeholder Submissions 



RDC 08M301 
 
 
 
The Director 
Department of Planning 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 
 
 
Attention: Michael File 
 
 

SYDNEY ADVENTIST HOSPITAL SITE, WAHROONGA REDEVELOPMENT  
(MAJOR PROJECT 07_0166) – DIRECTOR GENERAL’S ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

REQUIREMENTS 
 
 
Dear Michael, 
 
Further to your letter of 3 March 2008 in relation to the above matter, the 
following information is submitted for your consideration. 
 
The Environmental Assessment (EA) must comply with and reflect the principles 
of the NSW State Plan, Urban Transport Statement and draft North Subregional 
Strategies. These policies share the aims of increasing the use of walking, cycling 
and public transport, appropriately co-locating new urban development with 
existing and improved transport services; and improving the efficiency of the 
road network.   
 
The RTA would like to see the following issues included in Environmental 
Assessment requirements for the subject site: 
 
General Comments 
 
• The proposed means of vehicular access to/from the site. 
 
• Likely daily and peak hour(s) traffic movements generated by the 

development and the potential increase in the level and type of traffic 
associated with the proposal.  

 
• Consideration of the need for the preparation of a local area traffic 

management plan. 
 
• Speed profiles of connecting streets to be assessed to determine whether 

LATM schemes may be required. 
 
• An assessment of the likely impact of truck traffic upon nearby residential 

areas. 
 



• Details of the anticipated route of trucks through the metropolitan and local 
road network. 

 
• An assessment of the potential increase in toxicity levels of loads transported 

on arterial and local roads and consequently, the preparation of an incident 
management strategy for accidents, if relevant. 

 
• The need for transport infrastructure upgrades to support the proposed 

development, particularly intersection upgrades, if relevant. 
 
 
Specific Comments 
 

Traffic Issues: 
 

• Existing and future year traffic modelling required on the area bounded 
by Pennant Hills Road/Pacific Highway/Kissing Point Road/ The 
Comenarra Parkway required to show impact of proposed development 
on road network/and key intersections.   

 
• Modelling to incorporate impacts of proposed F3 extension and other 

proposed RTA improvements for the area.  Potential development sites 
within the study area to be identified and translated into traffic 
generation rates to assess additional impact on key intersections. 

 
• Upgrades to the following intersections may be required – some of these 

upgrades will require land acquisition: 
o Fox Valley Road / Existing 2 Sydney Adventist Hospital access points 
o Fox Valley Road / Proposed new Sydney Adventist Hospital access 
o The Comenarra Parkway/Browns Road/Proposed new Sydney 

Adventist Hospital  access 
o Mount Pleasant Ave/ Pennant Hills Road 
o Fox Valley Road / Lucinda Avenue 
o Fox Valley Road / Ada Avenue 
o Pacific Highway with Ada Ave/Lucinda Ave/Fox Valley Rd 
o Kissing Point Road / The Comenarra Parkway 

 
Parking Issues: 

 
• The Sydney Adventist Hospital are proposing an enhanced car 

pooling/sharing scheme with a reduced on-site parking provision rate as a 
means of limiting the number of trip generations that will arise from the 
development.  Further information on this car pooling scheme is required.  
Impacts from the proposed car pooling scheme/reduced on-site parking 
provision will have on the competition for on-street parking needs 
assessment.    

 
• Parking Strategy Plan required to protect local streets in the vicinity of the 

Sydney Adventist Hospital and in particular those streets located just west 



of Fox Valley Road/The Comenarra Parkway from parking associated with 
the proposed development. 

 
Pedestrian Issues: 

 
• In addition to the associated pedestrian issues that this proposal will 

generate, pedestrian routes between the Sydney Adventist Hospital and 
the Fox Valley Village Shopping Centre to be assessed with respect to 
improvements that will be required.   Particular emphasis to be paid to the 
needs for disabled access 

 
 

Bicycle Issues: 
 

• Review of bicycle facilities in the area, with on and off road bike paths to 
be reviewed.  

 
Bus Issues: 

 
• Review capacity / constraints of the existing bus routes through the area. 
 
• Identify proposed routes and linkages to the Railway Stations and what 

effect these additional services will have on the operating performance 
of the road network. 

 
 
Any inquiries in relation to this development application can be directed to the 
nominated Land Use & Transport Planner, Ravi Ravendra on telephone 8849 2540 or 
facsimile 8849 2918. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Doug Moore 
Senior Land Use Planner 
 
19 March 2008 
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Appendix B -  Bus Route Maps 
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Appendix C -  Plan of Proposed Development 
 
 
 



PLAN OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN
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Appendix D -  Recommended Intersection Upgrades 
D.1 Pennant Hills Road and the Comenarra Parkway 

There is limited road reserve width available to provide improvements to this 
intersection.  As stated in Section 2.11 of this report when constructed, the proposed 
M2-F3 link would result in a marked decrease in north-south traffic volumes on Pennant 
Hills Road, which would in turn improve existing traffic conditions and reduce overall 
traffic delays at the intersection. 
 
In the interim if a program for construction of the M2-F3 link is deferred, it is 
recommended that a left turn slip lane from Pennant Hills Road southbound into The 
Comenarra Parkway be provided. 
 
Traffic volumes recorded for vehicles turning right into Parkes Street from Pennant Hills 
Road travelling south to west were low.  Intersections to the north and south of this 
intersection provide the opportunity for this movement to occur.  By banning this 
turning movement, green time could be allocated to other more congested 
movements, in turn improving the overall performance of the intersection. 
 
Therefore, it is recommended that the right turn movement from Pennant Hills Road 
into Parkes Street be banned permanently.  Consideration could be given to banning 
this movement during peak periods only.   
 
The resultant intersection configuration is shown in Figure D-1. 
 

D.2 The Comenarra Parkway and Fox Valley Road 

This intersection represents the best opportunity to improve traffic conditions in the 
vicinity of the hospital.  The land ownership of the hospital along the northern side of 
The Comenarra Parkway and either side of Fox Valley Road enables widening of both 
roads on each approach to the intersection. 
 
This would allow significant capacity to be added by providing two lanes in each 
direction in The Comenarra Parkway between the eastern boundary of the land 
owned by the hospital and Browns Road in the west. 
The recommended intersection configuration is shown in Figure D-2. 
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D.3 Fox Valley Road and Pacific Highway 

A third right turn bay from Fox Valley Road into Pacific Highway southbound would 
provide more queuing space for vehicles turning right into Pacific Highway.  This in turn 
would enable more traffic throughput and reduce overall intersection delay.  
 
It is also recommended that the right turn bay from Pacific Highway southbound be 
extended to 160m to provide additional queuing space. 
 
These changes are shown in Figure D-3. 
 
In addition, it would be possible to increase intersection capacity by replacing the 
pedestrian crossing on the highway with a pedestrian overbridge. 
 

D.4 The Comenarra Parkway and Kissing Point Road 

A significant number of vehicles turn left into Kissing Point Road north from The 
Comenarra Parkway west, especially during the morning peak period.   
 
To reduce delays to this movement, a left turn slip lane should be provided within the 
existing wide nature strip on this corner.  This would also result in two exclusive 
eastbound through lanes being created. 
 
The proposed intersection configuration is shown in Figure D-4. 
 
It is noted that major periods of congestion at this intersection occur in winter during 
netball season due to traffic peaks before and after each playing session.  The 
improvement suggested above would assist the operation of the intersection but a 
better result would be achieved if Kissing Point Road south was widened to provide an 
additional approach lane.  
 
As this does not directly relate to development of Wahroonga Estate, it is mentioned 
here only as a matter that might be investigated separately.  
 

D.5 Osborn Road and Pennant Hills Road 

As stated in Section 2, traffic turning out of Mt Pleasant Avenue currently experiences 
delays.  In addition, the right turn movement out of Mt Pleasant Avenue is considered 
dangerous, requiring vehicles to cross three lanes of approaching traffic before 
entering the northbound stream. 
 
The proposal to connect Osborn Road to Mt Pleasant Avenue in the south would 
enable existing and future residents’ access to a traffic signal controlled intersection 
for right turns in and right turns out.  This will markedly improve the safety for these 
residents. 
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It is suggested the difficult right turn movement out of Mt Pleasant Avenue would be 
banned once the road connection is made. 
 
The road connection and future road network is shown in Figure D-5. 
 



Figure D-1

Date: 20 July 2007Filename: 073380di03.ai

Existing Future

EXISTING / FUTURE PENNANT HILLS ROAD / COMENARRA PARKWAY CONFIGURATION
WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN



Figure D-2

EXISTING/FUTURE COMENARRA PARKWAY/FOX VALLEY ROAD CONFIGURATION
WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN
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Existing Future



Figure D-3

EXISTING/FUTURE FOX VALLEY ROAD/PACIFIC HIGHWAY CONFIGURATION
WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN

Date: 20 July 2007Filename: 073380di06.ai

Existing Future



Figure D-4

EXISTING/FUTURE COMENARRA PARKWAY/ KISSING POINT ROAD CONFIGURATION
WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN

Date: 20 July 2007Filename: 073380di07.ai

Existing Future



Figure D-5

PENNANT HILLS ROAD/OSBORN ROAD
WAHROONGA ESTATE MASTERPLAN

Date: 18 August 2007Filename: 073380di10.ai
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Appendix E -  Director General’s Requirements 
The Director General’s requirements for the concept application included a number 
of written submissions from key stakeholders including: 
 

• NSW Roads and Traffic Authority 
• Ministry of Transport 
• Ku Ring Gai Council 

 
A response to each request for additional information or issue raised by authorities 
stakeholders who made written submissions regarding the original plan has been 
generally addressed in either this traffic report or the TMAP report.   
 
For ease of reference, the following provides comments on each request for 
additional information / issue raised in the submissions.  Copies of the submissions are 
provided in Appendix A of this report. 
 

E.1 NSW Roads and Traffic Authority Submission 

E.1.1 General Comments 
1. “The proposed means of vehicular access to / from the site” 

The proposed new road network is generally consistent with that which was proposed 
in the original application. 
 
At the northern edge of the estate, a new local road connecting to Fox Valley Road 
would be provided.  A dual lane roundabout would control traffic through this new 
intersection.  The existing traffic signals at the main entrance to the hospital will remain 
but will be upgraded to provide two travel lanes in each direction. 
 

2. “Likely daily and peak hour(s) traffic movements generated by the 
development and the potential increase in the level and type of traffic 
associated with the proposal.” 
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Consultation with the RTA was undertaken prior to the development of the original 
traffic report.  It was agreed that the assessment should examine impacts of additional 
traffic on intersections and determine what improvements may be necessary to 
mitigate any adverse impacts.  
 
This approach has been followed in this report. 
 
Existing and future peak hour traffic flows are shown in Section 2.3 Table 2.1 and 
Section 4.6 Table 4.11. 
 
Daily traffic volumes are not considered in detail as on roads above collector road 
level capacity and operation is dictated by peak hourly traffic flows. 
 

3. “Consideration of the need for the preparation of a local area traffic 
management plan.” 

 
The internal road network has been designed to achieve low traffic speeds through 
designs in accordance with the principles set out in the Australian Model for 
Residential Development (AMCORD guidelines7). 
 
If deemed appropriate, we suggest that a condition of consent be imposed requiring 
that speed control be considered in the development of the site. 
 
As discussed above in Chapter 4, some form of traffic calming may be appropriate in 
Lucinda Avenue.  This would need to be the subject of a separate investigation 
having regard to the views of Ku –ring-gai Council, local residents and the school. 
 

4. “Speed profiles of connecting streets to be assessed to determine whether 
LATM schemes may be required.” 

 
As stated above, the new local street network has been planned to provide access 
whilst maintaining low traffic speeds.  At this stage of proceedings the development of 
a LATM scheme is considered unwarranted.  Speed surveys of existing roads are 
presented in Appendix G of this report. 
 

5. “An assessment of the likely impact of truck traffic upon nearby residential 
areas” 

 

                                                      
7 Commonwealth Department of Housing and Regional Development (1995) AMCORD (Australian Model 
Code for Residential Development) – A National Resource Document for Residential Development 
Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra. 
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The proposed non hospital development consists mainly of housing, small retail outlets 
and some additional commercial floorspace.  These are not expected to be 
significant generators of additional truck traffic.  The greatest potential for additional 
truck traffic would generated by construction.  Future development applications will 
include a Construction Traffic Management Plan report for review by the RTA or Ku-
ring-gai Council.  
 
With limited opportunity for any short cutting by trucks to and from the estate, any 
impact from hospital generated or construction truck traffic would be confined to Fox 
Valley Road and the Comenarra Parkway. 
 
The impact of additional truck traffic at ultimate development would be minimal. 
 

6. “Details of the anticipated route of trucks through the metropolitan and local 
road network.” 

 
As indicated above, trucks would use Comenarra Parkway and Fox Valley Road. 
 

7. “An assessment of the potential increase in toxicity levels of loads transported 
on arterial and local roads and consequently, the preparation of an incident 
management strategy for accidents, if relevant.” 

 
Sensitive diagnostic and therapeutic materials are presently transported to and from 
the hospital under normal protocols for the transport of such materials.  Volumes of 
these are likely to increase pro rata with expansion of the hospital.  However because 
quantities are relatively low, truck numbers would increase at a significantly lower 
rate. 
 

E.1.2 Specific Comments 
Traffic Issues: 

1. “Existing and future year modelling required on the area bounded by Pennant 
Hills Road / Pacific Highway / Kissing Point Road / The Comenarra Parkway 
required to show impact of proposed development on road network and key 
intersections.” 

 
Existing and future year traffic flows and intersection performance are shown in Table 
4.11 and Table 4.12 of this report.   
 

2. “Modelling to incorporate impacts of proposed F3 connection and other 
proposed RTA improvements for the area.  Potential development sites within 
the study area to be identified and translated into traffic generation rates to 
assess additional impact on key intersections.” 

 
The impacts of the proposed F3- M2 link have been assessed in Section 4.8 of this 
report. 
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3. “Upgrades to the following intersections may be required – some of these 

upgrades will require land acquisition: 
• Fox Valley Road / Existing 2 Sydney Adventist Hospital access points 
• Fox Valley Road / Proposed new Sydney Adventist Hospital access 
• The Comenarra Parkway / Browns Road / Proposed new Sydney Adventist 

Hospital access (now deleted) 
• Mount Pleasant Avenue / Pennant Hills Road 
• Fox Valley Road / Lucinda Avenue 
• Fox Valley Road / Ada Avenue 
• Pacific Highway / Ada Avenue / Lucinda Avenue / Fox Valley Road 
• Kissing Point Road / The Comenarra Parkway 

 
The details of intersection upgrades proposed are provided in Appendix D of this. 
 
Parking Issues 

1. “The Sydney Adventist Hospital are proposing an enhanced car pooling / 
sharing scheme with a reduced parking provision rate as a means of limiting 
the number of trips generations that will arise from the development.  Further 
information on this car pooling scheme is required.  Impacts of the proposed 
car pooling scheme / reduced on site parking provision will have on the 
competition for on street parking needs assessment.” 

 
The general principles of the car sharing scheme are provided in Section 5.2 of this 
report.  The financial viability of the scheme will be supported through strata fees 
which will provide a major incentive for staff to use the scheme. 
 
The on street network within the site would be protected through parking restrictions 
during business hours.  In the evenings, the on street network would provide some 
visitor parking for surrounding residents.  The surrounding topography and limited on 
street parking opportunities to the west, south and east will act as a natural barrier to 
overflow on street parking.   
 
It is also noted the parking needs study undertaken for the hospital masterplan 
recommends increased on site parking provision to cope with existing and future 
parking demands to further reduce the likelihood for overflow parking. 
 
The proposed car pooling / sharing scheme builds on an existing operation which has 
proven to be successful for those living off site.  The proposed new / expanded 
complimentary uses such the school, ancillary retail and recreational areas will reduce 
the need for private vehicle usage by residents. 
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2. “Parking Strategy Plan required to protect local streets in the vicinity of the 
Sydney Adventist Hospital and in particular those streets located just west of 
Fox Valley Road / The Comenarra Parkway from parking associated with the 
proposed development.” 

 
The detailed parking assessment report for the hospital expansion undertaken by 
Parking Consultants International includes a parking strategy plan. 
 

E.1.3 Bicycle Issues: 
 

1. “Review of bicycle facilities in the area, with on and off road bike paths to be 
reviewed.” 

 
A review of existing bicycle facilities is provided in Section 2.10 of this report. 
 
The proposed internal road network will provide footpath facilities for the use by 
cyclists to travel throughout the site. 
 

E.1.4 Bus Issues 

1. “Review capacity / constraints of the existing bus routes through the area.” 

2. “Identify proposed routes and linkages to the Railway Stations and what effect 
these additional services will have on the operating performance of the road 
network.” 

 
These matters are considered in the TMAP report8 for the development of the estate. 
 

E.2 Ku-ring-gai Council Submission 

Access and Transport 
1. “Access to services and infrastructure, and the suitability of the scale of the 

scale / intensity of development to the relatively poor access to frequent and 
reliable public transport and other core services.” 

 
The capacity of the existing transit operations in the vicinity of the site and the 
opportunities to provide improvements are discussed in detail in the TMAP report. 
 

2. “Consideration of the proposed strategic bus corridor on the Comenarra 
Parkway.” 

 
The benefits of this corridor have been assessed and included in the TMAP report. 
 

                                                      
8 Wahroonga Estate Traffic Management and Accessibility Plan (TMAP) Report – Halcrow MWT November 2008 
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3. “The strategic sustainability of the development, given the likely increase in 
vehicle use and subsequent impacts on greenhouse emissions (both in the short 
term for )” 

 
The site exhibits high levels of self sufficiency which will be further enhanced with the 
increased development and additional complimentary uses.  It would be more 
sustainable to develop the hospital and related facilities on the site than to rebuild it 
on another site closer to a public transport node. 
 

4. “Local and regional traffic constraints.  Impact on the local and regional road 
systems for both Ku Ring Gai and Hornsby must be addressed.  This should 
include: 
• The impact on the Comenarra Parkway / Fox Valley Road intersection, 

currently function at Level of Service E/F. 
• The intersections at Pacific Highway / Fox Valley Road, Comenarra Parkway 

/ Pennant Hills Road and Mt Pleasant Avenue / Pennant Hills Road. 
• The potential need for traffic management measures along new roads, as a 

degree of rat – running could be expected from motorists attempting to 
bypass the traffic signals at the intersection of Comenarra Parkway and the 
new road west of Fox Valley Road. 

• Council’s traffic engineer has concerns relating to the new access points to 
the Comenarra Parkway due to congestion during peak times, which may 
limit access to / from those roads.  There are also safety concerns, 
particularly for the possible intersection of the Comenarra Parkway and the 
new road west of Fox Valley Road.  It is unlikely that uncontrolled 
intersections on the Comenarra Parkway will function effectively during 
peak times, and alternatives (or alternative control modes) should be 
considered.” 

 
Intersection improvements are discussed in this report. 
 
The development proposes a road connection to Osborne Avenue to alleviate 
pressure on the Pennant Hills Road / Mount Pleasant intersection and provide an 
opportunity for existing and new residents to utilise a traffic signal controlled 
intersection to gain access to Pennant Hills Road. 
 
The proposed road connection to Comenarra Parkway west of Fox Valley Road has 
been omitted from the current proposal.  The road connection to the east of Fox 
Valley Road makes use of an existing intersection (Ku Ring Gai Way) and proposes a 
separate right turn bay to improve turning conditions.  This priority controlled 
intersection would operate at a satisfactory level of service in the future. 
 

5. “Pedestrian and vehicular (including bicycles, emergency and delivery 
vehicles) access to local roads and public transport and permeability within 
the site.” 
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The proposed internal road system will afford good access and permeability for 
pedestrians and cyclists.  This provision of pedestrian and facilities for cyclists is 
discussed further in the TMAP report. 
 

6. “Access to the school, including access for buses, pedestrians and cyclists.” 
 
Access to the school from Fox Valley Road would be via a new dual lane roundabout 
which would assist buses turning right into and out of the access road.  A large 
proportion of the student population is expected to live locally and the off street 
pathways proposed will provide appropriate routes to walk or cycle to and from the 
school. 
 

7. “Parking provision in accordance with DCP 43.  All parking is to be provided for 
on site.” 

 
The development of the estate proposes parking rates generally below the 
requirements of DCP 43.  Reasons for this are set out in Chapter 5 of this report. 
 

8. “Location, number of levels, height and footprint of any multi deck car park.” 
 
Hospital parking is addressed in the separate parking report.  Parking for other 
development would be low in scale and best assessed with each individual 
application. 
 

9. “Details of arrangements, timing and responsibility on the proposed car pooling 
system and an assessment of its likely success, by a comparison with other car 
pooling systems located at a distance from town centres or railway stations.” 

 
The success of the Go-GetTM car share scheme is clear with the service expanding into 
a number of town centres such as Chatswood, North Sydney and St Leonards.  
However the proposed car share arrangement which will include a number of vehicle 
types will provide added flexibility to residents and will be more attractive to a greater 
number of potential users. 
 
Whilst a determination of the financial viability of the scheme is beyond the scope of 
this report, the scheme will have the added benefit of being supported by strata levies 
on all dwellings on the site to underpin the cost of the scheme. 
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10. “A transport report should be prepared in accordance with RTA’s Guide to 
Traffic Generating Developments.  Traffic assessment must: 

• take into consideration the differences in traffic flow from different uses; 
• be based on figures relevant to an area remote from town centres; and 
• consider any impact on existing difficulties with speeding on the local 

roads (eg Lucinda Avenue).” 
 
This traffic report has been prepared using the methodology specified in the RTA’s 
Guide to Traffic Generating Developments.   
 
Speed surveys of Lucinda Avenue and Ada Avenue were undertaken as part of the 
data collection for this report.  Table 6.1Table below summarised the 85th percentile 
speed at Lucinda Avenue and Ada Avenue by direction. 
 
Table 6.1 Lucinda Avenue / Ada Avenue Speed Survey Results 

85th Percentile Speed (over a week) 
Road Section 

Northbound Southbound 
Lucinda Ave between Mahratta Ave and Eastbourne Ave 60 km/hr 67 km/hr 
Ada Ave between Rhonda Close and Gilda Ave 48 km/hr 48 km/hr 

 
A copy of these speed surveys are also provided in Appendix F of this report. 
 
The Lucinda Avenue speed survey does suggest an existing speed problem on a road 
with a 50km/hr speed limit.  This suggests that a traffic calming study should be 
undertaken by Council irrespective of the outcome of this Concept Plan application. 
 

E.3 Ministry of Transport 

The following matters were to be addressed in the TMAP: 
 

1. Undertake detailed accessibility mapping for the locality and determine how 
best to meet the State Plan target of 25% Journey to Work Trips by public transport 
(at full development).  Consultants preparing the TMAP should seek to achieve the 
maximum possible mode shift to public transport overtime.  The impact of mode 
shift changes for adjacent key intersections should be modelled and 
corresponding infrastructure upgrades determined; 

 
The estate includes the Sydney Adventist Hospital, an employment centre for some 
2,500-3000 workers.  A summary of the 2006 journey to work transit (bus / train) and 
‘other’ (walking / cycling) modes for the travel zone which includes the estate is 
summarised below: 
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Travel Description Transit (Bus / Train) Other (Walking / Cycling) 
Travel from zone 24% 13% 
Travel to zone 6% 11% 
Travel within zone 4% 52% 

 
From the above table it can be seen that travel from the zone by transit is already in 
line with State Plan targets.  The proportion of workers travelling by transit to the zone 
can be improved and these improvement measures are discussed in the TMAP report.  
A further important item to note is that the zone exhibits high levels of self containment 
with more than half of the work trips completed by either walking or cycling which is 
high for such a large employment centre. 
 

2. Transport modelling as part of the TMAP, should address the following matters: 
• Estimate the distribution of generated trips between origins and destinations; 
• Estimate the likely modal split of generated trips (‘business as usual’ scenario); 
• Assess likely impacts of generated trips based on the likely model split on 

existing transport infrastructure, land uses and (urban)  environment; 
• Assess likely impacts of generated trips based on the higher modal split on 

existing public transport provision (is there sufficient capacity to meet these 
demands), land uses and (urban) environment; and 

• Develop a package of measures to support the higher mode split to non-car 
modes. This may include infrastructure, services and travel behaviour 
programs/incentives. 

3. Based on a community profile, determine the likely transport needs of future 
residents and capacity of existing services to meet these demands. 
Subsequently, identify wheat level of additional infrastructure will be required 
to satisfy such demands and the likely cost to Government in the short, medium 
and longer term.  Recommend a preferred option package which includes an 
implementation schedule; 

4. The preparation of transport access guide is recommended as detailed in the 
Producing and Using Transport Access Guides by the Roads and Traffic 
Authority (RTA) www.rta.nsw.gov.au; 

5. Identify and resolve barriers to efficient and safe pedestrian and cycle access. 
The proposed development should include facilities for the secure storage of 
bikes. Amenities for cyclists should also be provided. Equally, identify all 
possible options for pedestrian and cycle connections through the subject site 
and adjoining neighbourhood. The publication entitle Planning Guidelines for 
Walking and Cycling (NSW Government, 2004) is a useful toolkit that can help 
identify necessary walking and cycling infrastructure; 

6. Ensure the proposed development areas facilitate safe and efficient bus 
access having regard to safer by design principles and bus planning service 
guidelines; and  
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7. Adopt a minimalist approach to car parking provision on-site, with a parking 
rate determined based on the accessibility of the site to public transport. The 
Ministry is keen to maintain the current level (supply) of on site parking as an 
effective measure of encouraging greater mode shift to public transport 
together with increased walking and cycling. 

 
These items are addressed in the TMAP report. 
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Appendix F -  Lucinda Avenue Speed Surveys 
 
 
 












